Abstract. This paper studies the problem of minimizing a global objective function which can be written as the average of a set of n smooth and strongly convex functions. This manuscript focuses on the case in which the number of functions n is extremely large, which is a common scenario in large-scale machine learning problems. Quasi-Newton methods, which build on the idea of approximating the Newton step using the first-order information of the objective function, are successful in reducing the computational complexity of Newton's method by avoiding the Hessian and its inverse computation at each iteration, while converging at a superlinear rate to the optimal argument. However, quasi-Newton methods are impractical for solving the finite sum minimization problem because they operate on the information of all n functions at each iteration and thus not computationally affordable. This issue has been addressed by incremental quasi-Newton methods which use the information of a subset of functions at each iteration where the functions are chosen by a random or cyclic routine. Although incremental quasi-Newton methods are able to reduce the computational complexity of traditional (full-batch) quasi-Newton methods significantly, they fail to converge at a superlinear rate. In this paper, we propose the IQN method as the first incremental quasi-Newton method with a local superlinear convergence rate. In the IQN method, we compute and update the information of only a single function at each iteration -as in all incremental methods -and use the gradient (first-order) information to approximate the Newton direction without a computationally expensive inversion -as in all quasi-Newton methods. IQN differs from state-ofthe-art incremental quasi-Newton methods in three criteria. First, the use of aggregated information of variables, gradients, and quasi-Newton Hessian approximations; second, the approximation of each individual function by its Taylor's expansion in which the linear and quadratic terms are evaluated with respect to the same iterate; and third, the use of a cyclic scheme to update the functions in lieu of a random selection routine. We use these fundamental properties of IQN to establish its local superlinear convergence rate. The presented numerical experiments match our theoretical results and justify the advantage of IQN relative to other incremental methods.
1. Introduction. We study a large scale optimization problem where the objective function is expressed as an aggregation of a set of component objective functions.
To be more precise, consider a variable x ∈ R p and a function f which is defined as the average of n smooth and strongly convex functions labelled f i : R p → R for i = 1, . . . , n. Our goal is to find the optimal argument x * as the solution to the problem (1) x * = argmin x∈R p f (x) := argmin
in a computationally efficient manner even when n is large. Problems of this form arise in machine learning [3, 2, 30, 8] , control [5, 7, 15] , and wireless communications [27, 23, 24] . In this paper, we focus on the case that the component functions f i are strongly convex, and their gradients are Lipschitz continuous. Much of the theory that has been developed to solve (1) is centered on the use of iterative descent methods. In particular, gradient descent method (GD)-which relies on the computation of the full gradient at each iteration-is the workhorse for solving convex optimization problems. Although GD converges at a fast linear rate, it has two major issues for solving the problem in (1) . Firstly, it requires computing the gradients of n functions at each iteration, which is computationally expensive and has a complexity on the order of O(np). Secondly, its constant of linear convergence depends on the problem condition number, and, consequently suffers from slow convergence in ill-conditioned problems. To resolve the second issue, Newton's method arises as a natural solution. Newton's method achieves a quadratic convergence rate in a local neighborhood of the optimal argument by using the function's curvature information. However, the computational complexity of Newton's method is on the order of O(np 2 + p 3 ), where the first term comes from Hessian computation and the second term is the cost of Hessian inversion.
Quasi-Newton methods, which build on the idea of approximating the Newton step using the first-order information of the objective function [4, 22, 12] , reduce the computational complexity of Newton's method to the overall cost on the order of O(np + p 2 ) per iteration, where the first term corresponds to the cost of gradient computation and the second term indicates the computational complexity of updating the approximate Hessian inverse matrix. Quasi-Newton methods are preferable to gradient descent methods since they converge at a superlinear rate when the variable is a in local neighborhood of the optimal argument and the error of Hessian approximation is sufficiently small. Although quasi-Newton methods reduce the computational complexity of second-order methods and enhance the convergence rate of first-order methods, they are not applicable to the optimization problem of the form (1) when the number of component functions n is large. This drawback also exists for deterministic first and second order methods. The natural approach to avoid gradient computation is replacing the gradients ∇f (x) = n i=1 ∇f i (x) by their stochastic approximations.
The first attempt to replace stochastic gradients for gradients in the update of quasi-Newton methods was the work in [29] which introduces a stochastic (online) version of the BFGS quasi-Newton method as well as its limited memory variant. Although [29] provides numerical experiments illustrating the advantages of stochastic quasi-Newton methods, it fails to establish any theoretical guarantees. In [18] , the authors show that the stochastic variant of BFGS might not be convergent because of having unbounded eigenvalues. They propose a regularized modification of stochastic BFGS which changes the proximity condition of BFGS to ensure that the eigenvalues of the Hessian inverse approximation are bounded, and, consequently, the algorithm is convergent. For the limited memory version of stochastic (online) BFGS, it has been shown in [19] that there is no need for regularization since the eigenvalues of the Hessian inverse approximation matrices are uniformly bounded by constants that depend on the size of memory. According to these bounds, the authors in [19] prove that the limited memory version of stochastic (online) BFGS proposed in [29] is almost surely convergent and has a sublinear convergence rate in expectation. The work in [6] proposes a limited memory stochastic quasi-Newton method that collects second-order information to compute the product of subsampled Hessian and stochastic gradient as the stochastic gradient variation required in the update of BFGS. This approach is in opposed to the works in [29, 18, 19] that define the stochastic gradient variation as the difference of two consecutive stochastic gradients, and it allows to separate the noise of stochastic gradient computation from the error in the Hessian inverse approximation at the cost of computing a subset of Hessians.
Although the methods in [29, 18, 19, 6] are successful in expanding the application of quasi-Newton methods to stochastic settings, they suffer from slow sublinear convergence rate. This drawback is the outcome of the noise of stochastic approxi-mations, thus requiring the use of diminishing stepsizes to reduce stochasticity. The works in [16, 20] attempt to resolve this issue by using the variance reduction technique proposed in [13] . The fundamental idea of the work in [13] is to reduce the stochastic gradient approximation noise by computing the exact gradient in an outer loop to use in an inner loop for evaluating the stochastic gradient. The idea of variance reduction in [16, 20] is successful in achieving a linear convergence rate and improving the guaranteed sublinear convergence rates in [18, 19, 6] ; however, they fail to recover the superlinear convergence rate of deterministic quasi-Newton methods. Hence, a fundamental question remained unanswered: is it possible to design an incremental quasi-Newton method that recovers the superlinear convergence rate of deterministic (full-batch) quasi-Newton algorithms?
In this paper, we show that the answer to this open problem is positive by proposing the first incremental quasi-Newton method (IQN) that has a local superlinear convergence rate. The proposed IQN method has a low computational cost per iteration of order O(p 2 ) and only updates the information of single function at each iteration, as in stochastic quasi-Newton methods.
There are three major differences between the IQN method and state-of-the-art incremental (stochastic) quasi-Newton methods that lead to the former's superlinear convergence rate. Firstly, the proposed IQN method uses the aggregated information of variables, gradients, and the Hessian approximation matrices to reduce the noise of stochastic approximation both in gradient and Hessian inverse approximations. This is opposed to variance-reduced stochastic quasi-Newton methods in [16, 20] that attempt to reduce the noise of gradient approximations only. Secondly, the IQN method approximates each instantaneous function f i by the sum of its first order approximation and a quadratic term, both evaluated with respect to the same iterate, whereas the traditional stochastic quasi-methods in [29, 18, 19, 6] evaluate the linear and quadratic terms for Taylor's expansion at different points. Thirdly, in IQN the index of the updated function is chosen in a cyclic fashion, rather than the random selection scheme used in the incremental methods in [29, 18, 19, 6] . The cyclic routine in IQN allows to bound the error at each iteration as a function of the errors of the last n iterates, which is not achievable with a random scheme. These three properties together lead to an incremental quasi-Newton method which has a local superlinear convergence rate.
We start the paper by recapping the BFGS quasi-Newton and the Dennis-Moré condition which is sufficient and necessary to prove superlinear convergence rate of the BFGS method (Section 2). Then, we present the proposed Incremental Quasi Newton method (IQN) as an incremental aggregated version of the traditional BFGS method (Section 3). We first explain the difference between the Taylor's expansion used in IQN and state-of-the-art incremental (stochastic) quasi-Newton methods. Further, we explain the mechanism for the aggregation of the functions informations and the scheme for updating the stored information. Moreover, we suggest an efficient mechanism to implement the proposed IQN method with computational complexity of the order O(p 2 ) (Section 3.1). The convergence analysis of the IQN method is then presented (Section 4). We use the classic analysis of quasi-Newton methods to show that in a local neighborhood of the optimal solution the sequence of variables converges to the optimal argument x * linearly after each pass over the set of functions (Lemma 3). We use this result to show that for each component function f i the Dennis-Moré condition holds (Proposition 4). However, this condition is not sufficient to prove superlinear convergence of the sequence of errors x t − x * , since it does not guarantee the Dennis-Moré condition for the global objective f . To overcome this issue we introduce a novel convergence analysis approach which exploits the local linear convergence of IQN to present a more general version of the Dennis-Moré condition for each component function f i (Lemma 5). We exploit this result to establish superlinear convergence of the iterates generated by IQN (Theorem 6). In Section 6, we present numerical simulation results, comparing the performance of IQN to that of both first-order incremental methods and second order and quasi-Newton methods. We test the performance on a set of large scale regression problems and observe strong numerical gain in total computation time relative to existing methods.
1.1. Notation. Vectors are written as lowercase x ∈ R p and matrices as uppercase A ∈ R p×p . We use x and A to denote the Euclidean norm of vector x and matrix A, respectively. Given a function f its gradient and Hessian at point x are denoted as ∇f (x) and ∇ 2 f (x), respectively.
2. BFGS Quasi-Newton Method. Consider the problem in (1) for a relatively large n. In a conventional optimization setting, it can be solved using a quasi-Newton method which iteaitivley updates a variable x t for t = 0, 1, . . . based on the general recursive expression
where η t is a scalar stepsize and B t is a positive definite matrix which is an approximation of the exact Hessian of the objective function ∇ 2 f (x t ). The stepsize η t is evaluated based on a line search routine for the global convergence of quasi-Newton methods. Our focus in this paper is on the local convergence of quasi-Newton methods, which requires the unit stepsize η t = 1. Therefore, through out the paper we assume that the variable x t is close to the optimal solution x * -we will formalize the notion of being close to the optimal solution -and the stepsize is η t = 1. The goal of quasi-Newton methods is to compute the Hessian approximation matrix B t and its inverse (B t ) −1 by using only the first-order information, i.e., gradients, of the objective objective. For this reason, the use of quasi-Newton methods is widespread since in many applications the Hessian information required in Newton's method is either unavailable or too costly to evaluate. There are different approaches to approximate the Hessian, but the common feature among quasi-Newton methods is that the Hessian approximation matrix must satisfy the secant condition. To be more precise, consider s t and y t as the variable and gradient variations which are defined as
Then, given the variable variation s t and gradient variation y t , the Hessian approximation matrix in all quasi-Newton methods should satisfy the secant condition
which is also called the quasi-Newton equation. This condition is fundamental in quasi-Newton methods since the exact Hessian ∇ 2 f (x t ) satisfies this equality when the iterates x t+1 and x t are close to each other. If we consider the matrix B t+1 as the unknown matrix, the system of equations in (4) does not have a unique solution. Different quasi-Newton methods enforce different conditions on the matrix B t+1 to come up with a unique update. This extra condition is typically a proximity condition that ensures that B t+1 is close to the previous Hessian approximation matrix B t [4, 22, 12] . In particular for the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) method, the update of Hessian approximation matrix can be written as
The BFGS method is popular not only for its strong numerical performance relative to the gradient descent method, but also because it is shown to exhibit a superlinear convergence rate [4] , thereby providing a theoretical guarantee of superior performance. In fact, it can be shown that, the BFGS update satisfies the condition
known as the Dennis-Moré condition, which is both necessary and sufficient for superlinear convergence [12] . This result solidifies quasi-Newton methods as a strong alternative to first order methods when exact second-order information is unavailable. However, implementation of the BFGS method is not feasible when the number of functions n is large, due to its high computational complexity on the order O(np+p 2 ). In the following section, we propose a novel incremental BFGS method that has the computational complexity of O(p 2 ) per iteration and converges at a superlinear rate.
IQN: Incremental aggregated BFGS.
We introduce an incremental aggregated BFGS algorithm, in which the most recent observed information of all functions f 1 , . . . , f n is used to compute the updated variable x t+1 , while only the information of a single function is updated at each iteration. The particular function is chosen by cyclicly iterating through the n functions. This approach is incremental since it updates the information of only one function at each iteration and is aggregated since it operates on the most recent aggregated information of all functions. We name the proposed method IQN as an abbreviation for Incremental Quasi-Newton method.
In the IQN method, we consider z t 1 , . . . , z t n as the copies of the variable x at time t associated with the functions f 1 , . . . , f n , respectively. Likewise, recall ∇f i (z t i ) as the gradient corresponding to the i-th function. Further, consider B t i as a positive definite matrix which approximates the i-th component Hessian ∇ 2 f i (x t ). We refer to z t i , ∇f i (z t i ), and B t i as the information corresponding to the i-th function f i at step t. Note that the functions' information is stored in a shared memory as shown in Fig. 1 . To introduce the IQN method, we first explain the mechanism for computing the updated variable x t+1 using the stored information {z
. Then, we elaborate on the scheme for updating the information of the functions.
To derive the full variable update, consider the second order approximation of the objective function f i (x) centered around its current iterate z
As in traditional quasi-Newton methods, we replace the i-th Hessian ∇ 2 f i (z t i ) by B t i . Using the approximation matrices in place of Hessians, the complete (aggregate) function f (x) can be approximated with Note that the right hand side of (8) is a quadratic approximation of the function f based on the available information at step t. Hence, the updated iterate x t+1 can be defined as the minimizer of the quadratic program in (8) , explicitly given by
First note that the update in (9) shows that the updated variable x t+1 is a function of the stored information of all functions f 1 , . . . , f n . Furthermore, we use the aggregated information of variables, gradients, and the quasi-Newton Hessian approximations to evaluate the updated variable. This is done to vanish the noise in approximating both gradients and Hessians as the sequence approaches the optimal argument. Remark 1. Given the BFGS Hessian approximation matrices {B
, one may consider an update more akin to traditional descent-based methods, i.e.
To evaluate the advantage of the proposed update for IQN in (9) relative to the update in (10), we proceed to study the Taylor's expansion that leads to the update in (10) . It can be shown that the update in (10) is the outcome of the following approximation
which uses the the iterate z t i for the linear term of the approximation, while the quadratic term is approximated near the iterate x t . This inconsistency in the Taylor's expansion of each function f i leads to an inaccurate second-order approximation, and subsequently a slower incremental quasi-Newton method.
So far we have discussed the procedure to compute the updated variable x t+1 based on the information of the functions f 1 , . . . , f n at step t. Now it remains to show how we update the information of the functions f 1 , . . . , f n using the variable x t+1 . In the IQN method, at each iteration we only update the information of one function, chosen in a cyclic manner. In particular, if we define i t as the index of the function chosen at iteration t, we update the information corresponding to the function i t using the updated variable x t+1 while the information corresponding to all other functions remain unchanged. This is equivalent to the update
The update in (12) shows that we store the update variable x t+1 as the variable associated with the function f it , while the iterates of the remaining functions remain unchanged. Likewise, we update the table of gradients by substituting the old gradient ∇f it (z t i ) corresponding to the function f it with the gradient ∇f it (x t+1 ) evaluated at the new iterate x t+1 . The rest of gradients stored in the memory will stay unchanged, i.e.,
To update the curvature information, it would be ideal to compute the Hessian ∇ 2 f it (x t+1 ) and update the curvature information following the schemes for variables in (12) and gradients in (13) . However, our focus is on the applications that the computation of the Hessian is either impossible or computationally expensive. Hence, to the update curvature approximation matrix B t it corresponding to the function f it , we use the steps of BFGS in (5) . To do so, we define variable and gradient variations associated with each individual function f i as
respectively. Hence, the Hessian approximation B t it corresponding to the function f it can be updated based on the update of BFGS as
Again, the Hessian approximation matrices for all other functions remain unchanged, i.e., B t+1 i = B t i for i = i t . The system of updates in (12)-(15) explains the mechanism of updating the information of the function f it at step t. Notice that to update the Hessian approximation matrix for the i t -th function there is no need to store the variations in (14) , since the old variables z Note that with the cyclic update scheme, the set of iterates {z
Therefore, the set of variables used in the update of IQN is the set that contains the last n iterates. This shows that the update of IQN in (9) uses the information of all the functions f 1 , . . . , f n to compute the updated variable x t+1 ; however, it uses the delayed variables, gradients, and Hessian approximations instead of the classic quasi-Newton methods that use the updated variable x t+1 for all functions. The use of delay allows IQN to update the information of a single function at each iteration, thus reducing the computational complexity relative to classic quasi-Newton methods.
Although the update in (9) is helpful in understanding the rationale behind the IQN method, it cannot be implemented at a low computation cost, since it requires computation of the sums
In the following section, we introduce an efficient implementation of the IQN method that has the computational complexity of O(p 2 ).
Efficient implementation of IQN.
To see that the updating scheme in (9) requires evaluation of only a single gradient and Hessian approximation matrix per iteration, consider writing the update as 
) as the aggregate gradient. Then, given that at step t only a single index i t is updated, we can evaluate these variables for step t + 1 as 
where the matrix U t is evaluated as
The computational complexity of the updates in (21) and (22) variations are evaluated as in (14) to compute the BFGS matrix B t+1 it from the update in (15) . This information, as well as the updated variable and its gradient, are used in Step 7 to update u t+1 and g t+1 as in (18) and (19) , respectively. The inverse matrix (B t+1 ) −1 is also computed by following the expressions in (21) and (22) . Finally in Step 9, we update the variable, gradient, and Hessian approximation tables based on the policies in (12), (13) , and (15), respectively.
Algorithm 1 Incremental Quasi-Newton (IQN) method
Require:
Set it = (t mod n) + 1 5: Update the functions' information tables as in (12), (13), and (15) 9: end for 4. Convergence Analysis. In this section, we study the convergence rate of the proposed IQN method. We first establish its local linear convergence rate, then demonstrate limit properties of the Hessian approximations, and finally show that in a region local to the optimal point the sequence of residuals converges at a superlinear rate. To prove these results we make two main assumptions, both of which are standard in the analysis of quasi-Newton methods. Assumption 1. There exist positive constants 0 < µ ≤ L such that, for all i and x,x ∈ R p , we can write
Assumption 2. There exists a positive constant 0 <L such that, for all i and x,x ∈ R p , we can write
The lower bound in (23) implies that the functions f i are strongly convex with constant µ, and the upper bound shows that the gradients ∇f i are Lipschitz continuous with parameter L.
The condition in Assumption 2, states that the Hessians ∇ 2 f i are Lipschitz continuous with constantL. This assumption is commonly made in the analyses of Newton's method [21] and quasi-Newton algorithms [4, 22, 12] . According to Lemma 3.1 in [4] , Lipschitz continuity of the Hessians with constant L implies that for i = 1, . . . , n and arbitrary vectors x,x,x ∈ R p we can write
We use the inequality in (25) in the process of proving the convergence of IQN. The goal of BFGS quasi-Newton methods is to approximate the objective function Hessian using the first-order information. Likewise, in the incremental BFGS method, we aim to show that the Hessian approximation matrices for all functions f 1 , . . . , f n are close to the exact Hessian. In the following lemma, we study the difference between the i-th optimal Hessian matrix ∇ 2 f i (x * ) and its approximation B t i over time.
Lemma 1. Consider the proposed IQN method in (9). Further, let i be the index of the updated function at step t, i.e., i = i t . Define the residual sequence for function f i as σ 
where α, α 3 , and α 4 are some positive bounded constants and
Proof. See Appendix A.
The result in (26) 
M simply by definition of the cyclic update. Note that if the residual sequence σ t i associated with f i approaches zero, we can simplify (26) as
The equation in (28) implies that if θ t i is always strictly larger than zero, the sequence B Therefore, under both conditions the result in (29) holds. This is true since the limit lim t→∞ B t+1 i − ∇ 2 f i (x * ) M = 0 yields the result in (29) . From this observation, we can recover the Dennis-Moré condition in (29) for all functions f i if the sequence σ t i converges to zero. Hence, we proceed to show that the sequence z t i − x * is linearly convergent for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. To achieve this goal we first prove an upper bound for the error x t+1 − x * of IQN in the following lemma.
Lemma 2. Consider the proposed IQN method in (9) . If the conditions in Assumptions 1 and 2 hold, then the sequence of iterates generated by IQN satisfies the inequality
where
Proof. See Appendix B.
Lemma 2 shows that the residual x t+1 − x * is bounded above by a sum of quadratic and linear terms of the last n residuals. This can eventually lead to a superlinear convergence rate by establishing the linear term converges to zero at a fast rate, leaving us with an upper bound of quadratic terms only. First, however, we establish a local linear convergence rate in the proceeding theorem to show that the sequence σ Lemma 3. Consider the proposed IQN method in (9) . If Assumptions 1 and 2 hold, then, for any r ∈ (0, 1) there are positive constants (r) and δ(r) such that if x 0 − x * < (r) and
−1/2 and i = 1, 2, . . . , n, the sequence of iterates generated by IQN satisfies
Moreover, the sequences of norms { B Proof. See Appendix C.
The result in Lemma 3 shows that the sequence of iterates generated by IQN has a local linear convergence rate after each pass over all functions. Consequently, we obtain that the i-th residual sequence σ t i is linearly convergent for all i. Note that Lemma 3 can be considered as the extension of Theorem 3.2 in [4] for the incremental setting. Following the arguments in (28) and (29), we use the summability of the sequence σ t i along with the result in Lemma 1 to prove Dennis-Moré condition for all functions f i .
Proposition 4. Consider the proposed IQN method in (9) . Assume that the hypotheses in Lemmata 1 and 3 are satisfied. Then, for all i = 1, . . . , n we can show that
Proof. See Appendix D.
The statement in Proposition 4 indicates that for each function f i the Dennis-Moré condition holds. In the tradition quasi-Newton methods the Dennis-Moré condition is sufficient to show that the method is superlinearly convergent. However, the same argument does not hold for the proposed IQN method, since we can't recover the Dennis-Moré condition for the global objective function f from the result in Proposition 4. In other words, the result in (32) does not imply the limit in (6) required in the superlinear convergence analysis of quasi-Newton methods. Therefore, here we pursue a different approach and seek to prove that the linear terms ( (30) converge to zero at a superlinear rate, i.e., for all i we can write lim t→∞ (B
If we establish this result, it follows from the result in Lemma 2 that the sequence of residuals x t − x * converges to zero superlinearly. We continue the analysis of the proposed IQN method by establishing a generalized limit property that follows from the Dennis-Moré criterion in (6) . We show that that the shows that the vector z t i − x * lies in the null space of B t i − ∇ 2 f i (x * ) as t approaches infinity. In the following lemma, we leverage the local linear convergence of the iterates x t to show that that the vector z t i − x * lies in the null space of B t i − ∇ 2 f i (x * ) as t approaches infinity.
Lemma 5. Consider the proposed IQN method in (9) . Assume that the hypotheses in Lemmata 1 and 3 are satisfied. As t goes to infinity, the following holds for all i,
Proof. See Appendix E.
The result in Lemma 5 can thus be used in conjunction with Lemma 2 to show that the residual x t+1 − x * is bounded by a sum of quadratic terms of previous residuals and a term that converges to zero at a fast rate. This result leads us to the main result, namely the local superlinear convergence of the sequence of residuals, stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 6. Consider the proposed IQN method in (9) . Suppose that the conditions in the hypotheses of Lemmata 1 and 3 are valid. Then, the sequence of residuals
Proof. See Appendix F.
The result in (34) shows a mean-superlinear convergence rate for the sequence of iterates generated by IQN. To be more precise, it shows that the ratio that captures the error at step t divided by the average of last n errors converges to zero. This is not equivalent to the classic R-superlinear convergence for full-batch quasi-Newton methods, i.e., lim t→∞ x t+1 − x * / x t − x * = 0. This is not a drawback of our analysis, and it is caused by the fact that in incremental methods we cannot show that the sequence of residuals is monotonically decreasing.
Related Works.
Various methods have been studied in the literature to improve the performance of traditional full-batch optimization algorithms. The most famous method for reducing the computational complexity of gradient descent (GD) is stochastic gradient descent (SGD), which uses the gradient of a single randomly chosen function to approximate the full-gradient [2] . Incremental gradient descent method (IGD) is similar to SGD except the function is chosen in a cyclic routine. Both SGD and IGD suffer from slow sublinear convergence rate because of the noise of gradient approximation. The incremental aggregated methods, which use memory to aggregate the gradients of all n functions, are successful in reducing the noise of gradient approximation to achieve linear convergence rate [26, 28, 9, 13] . The work in [26] suggests a random selection of functions which leads to stochastic average gradient method (SAG), while the works in [1, 11, 17] use a cyclic scheme for choosing the functions.
Moving beyond first order information, there have been stochastic quasi-Newton methods to approximate Hessian information [29, 18, 19, 20, 10] . All of these stochastic quasi-Newton methods reduce computational cost of quasi-Newton methods by updating only a randomly chosen single or small subset of gradients at each iteration. However, they are not able to recover the superlinear convergence rate of quasiNewton methods [4, 22, 12] . The incremental Newton method (NIM) in [25] is the only incremental method shown to have a superlinear convergence rate; however, the Hessian function is not always available or computationally feasible. Moreover, the implementation of NIM requires computation of the incremental aggregated Hessian inverse which has the computational complexity of the order O(p 3 ).
6. Numerical Results. We proceed by simulating the performance of IQN on a variety of machine learning problems on both artificial and real datasets. We compare the performance of IQN against a collection of well known first order stochastic and incremental algorithms-namely SAG, SAGA, and IAG. To begin, we look at a simple quadratic program, also equivalent to the solution of linear least squares estimation problem. Consider the objective function to be minimized,
We generate A i ∈ R p×p as a random positive definite matrix and b i ∈ R p as a random vector for all i. In particular we set the matrices A i := diag{a i } and generate random vectors a i with the first p/2 elements chosen from [1, 10 ξ/2 ] and last p/2 elements chosen from [10 −ξ/2 , 1]. The parameter ξ is used to manually set the condition number for the quadratic program in (35), ranging from ξ = 1 (i.e. small condition number 10
2 ) and ξ = 2 (i.e. large condition number 10 4 ). The vectors b i are chosen uniformly and randomly from the box [0, 10 3 ] p . The variable dimension is set to be p = 10 and number of functions n = 1000. Given that we focus on local convergence, we use a constant step size of η = 1 for the proposed IQN method while choosing the largest step size allowable by the other methods to converge.
In Figure 2 we present a simulation of the convergence path of the normalized error x t − x * / x 0 − x * for the quadratic program. In the the left image, we show a sample simulation path for all methods on the quadratic problem with a small condition number.
Step sizes of η = 5 × 10 −5 , η = 10 −4 and η = 10 −6 were used for SAG, SAGA, and IAG, respectively. These step sizes are tuned to compare the best performance of these methods with IQN. The proposed method reaches a error of 10 −10 after 10 passes through the data. Alternatively, SAGA achieves the same error of 10 −5 after 30 passes, while SAG and IAG do not reach 10 −5 after 40 passes. In the right image of Figure 2 , we repeat the same simulation but with larger condition number. In this case, SAG uses stepsize η = 2 × 10 −4 while others remain the same. Observe that while the performance of IQN does not degrade with larger condition number, the first order methods all suffer large degradation. SAG, SAGA, and IAG reach after 40 passes a normalized error of 6.5 × 10 −3 , 5.5 × 10 −2 , and 9.6 × 10 −1 , respectively. It can be seen that IQN significantly outperforms the first order method for both condition number sizes, with the outperformance increasing for larger condition number. This is an expected result, as first order methods often do not perform well for ill conditioned problems.
Logistic regression.
We proceed to numerically evaluate the performance of IQN relative to existing methods on the classification of handwritten digits in the MNIST database [14] . In particular, we solve the binary logistic regression problem. A logistic regression takes as inputs n training feature vectors u i ∈ R p with associated labels v i ∈ {−1, 1} and outputs a linear classifier x to predict the label of unknown feature vectors. For the digit classification problem, each feature vector u i represents a vectorized image and label v i its label as one of two digits. We evaluate for any training sample i the probability of a label v i = 1 given image u i as P (v = 1|u) = 1/(1 + exp(−u T x)). The classifier x is chosen to be the vector which maximizes the log likelihood across all n samples. Given n images u i with associated labels v i , the optimization problem for logistic regression is written as
where the first term is a regularization term parametrized by λ ≥ 0. For our simulations we select from the MNIST dataset n = 1000 images with dimension p = 784 labelled as one of the digits "0" or "8' and fix the regularization parameter as λ = 1/n and stepsize η = 0.01 for all first order methods. In Figure 3 we present the convergence path of IQN relative to existing methods in terms of the norm of the gradient. As in the case of the quadratic program, the IQN performs all gradient-based methods. IQN reaches a gradient magnitude of 4.8 × 10 −8 after 60 passes through the data while the SAGA reaches only a magnitude of 7.4 × 10 −5 (all other methods perform even worse). Further note that while the first order methods begin to level out after 60 passes, the IQN method continues to descend. These results demonstrate the effectiveness of IQN on a practical machine learning problem with real world data.
Appendix A. Proof of Lemma 1. To prove the claim in Lemma 1, we first prove the the following lemma which is based on the result in [4, Lemma 5.2] .
Lemma 7. Consider the proposed IQN method in (9) . Let M be a nonsingular symmetric matrix such that Consider i as the index of the updated function at step t, i.e., i = i t , and let B t i be symmetric and computed according to the update in (15) . Then, there exist positive constants α, α 1 , and α 2 such that, for any symmetric A ∈ R p×p we have,
where and any positive definite matrix A with respect to the difference between the previous Hessian approximation B t i and the matrix A. The interesting choice for the arbitrary matrix A is the Hessian of the i-th function at the optimal argument, i.e., A = ∇ 2 f i (x * ), which allows us to capture the difference between the sequence of Hessian approximation matrices for function f i and the Hessian ∇ 2 f i (x * ) at the optimal argument. We proceed to use the result in
to prove the claim in (26) . To do so, we first need to show that the condition in (37) is satisfied. Note that according to the condition in Assumptions 1 and 2 we can write
This observation implies that the left hand side of the condition in (37) for M = ∇ 2 f i (x * ) −1/2 is bounded above by
Thus, the condition in (37) is satisfied sinceLσ t i /m < 1/3. Replacing the upper bounds in (40) and (41) into the expression in (38) implies the claim in (26) with
and the proof is complete.
Appendix B. Proof of Lemma 2. Start by subtracting x * from both sides of (9) to obtain
As the gradient of f at the optimal point is the vector zero, i.e., (1/n)
from the right hand side of (43) and rearrange terms to obtain
The expression in (44) 
to the right hand side of (44) and rearrange terms to obtain
We proceed to take the norms of both sides and use the triangle inequality to obtain an upper bound on the norm of the residual,
To obtain the quadratic term in (30) from the first term in (46), we use the Lipschitz continuity of the Hessian ∇ 2 f i which leads to the inequality
by the upper bound in (47), the claim in (30) follows.
Appendix C. Proof of Theorem 3.
In this proof we use some steps in the proof of [4, Theorem 3.2] . To start we use the fact that in a finite-dimensional vector space there always exists a constant η > 0 such that A ≤ η A M . Consider γ = 1/m is an upper bound for the norm ∇ 2 f (x * ) −1 . Assume that (r) = and δ(r) = δ are chosen such that
Based on the assumption that 
This upper bound in conjunction with the result in (30) yields
Considering the assumptions that x 0 − x * ≤ and
we can write,
Let's assume that i 0 = 1. Then, based on the result in (26) we obtain
We proceed to the next iteration which leads to the inequality
And since the updated index is i 1 = 2 we obtain
With the same argument we can show that all B t t − ∇ 2 f t (x * ) M ≤ 2δ and x t − x * ≤ , for all iterates t = 1, . . . , n. Moreover, we have x t − x * ≤ r x 0 − x * for t = 1, . . . , n. Now we use the results for iterates t = 1, . . . , n as the base of our induction argument. To be more precise, let's assume that for iterates t = jn+1, jn+2, . . . , jn+ n we know that the residuals are bounded above by x t −x * ≤ r j+1 x 0 −x * and the Hessian approximation matrices B t i satisfy the inequalities B t i − ∇ 2 f i (x * ) ≤ 2ηδ. Our goal is to show that for iterates t = (j + 1)n + 1, (j + 1)n + 2, . . . , (j + 1)n + n the inequality x t − x * ≤ r j+2 x 0 − x * and B Using the result in (55) and the inequality in (26) for the iterates t = (j + 1)n + 1, we obtain
Since the variables are updated in a cyclic fashion the set of variables {z
is equal to the set {x we can simplify the right hand side of (56) as
Since x jn+i − x * ≤ for all j = 1, . . . , n, we obtain
According to the second inequality in (48) and the assumption that for iterates t = jn + 1, jn + 2, . . . , jn + n we know that x t − x * ≤ r j+1 x 0 − x * , we can replace the right hand side of (58) by the following upper bound
Now we show that the updated Hessian B = max{ x (j+1)n+1 − x * , x jn+1 − x * } is bounded above by r j+1 x 0 − x * . Applying this substitution into (60) and considering the conditions B jn+1 it − ∇ 2 f it (x * ) M ≤ 2δ and x 0 − x * ≤ lead to the inequality
By writing the expression in (61) for previous iterations and using a recursive logic we obtain that
Based on the first inequality in (48), the right hand side of (62) is bounded above by δ. Moreover, the norm B 0 it − ∇ 2 f it (x * ) M is also upper bounded by δ. These two bounds imply that
and consequently B (j+1)n+1 it ≤ 2ηδ. By following the steps from (56) to (63), we can show for all iterates t = (j + 1)n + 1, (j + 1)n + 2, . . . , (j + 1)n + n the inequalities x t −x * ≤ r j+2 x 0 −x * and B t i −∇ 2 f i (x * ) ≤ 2ηδ hold. Therefore, the induction proof is complete and the inequality in (31) holds. Moreover, the inequality B t i − ∇ 2 f i (x * ) ≤ 2ηδ holds for all i and steps t. Therefore, the norms B where l is a nonnegative constant. Moreover, following the proof of Theorem 3.4 in [12] we can show that
and, therefore, summing both sides implies, 
